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Descriptive Summary
Title: The Flatlands newspaper collection
Dates: 1966-1968
Collection number: MS 197
Collector: Oakland Public Library (Calif.)
Collection Size: 2 linear feet (1 oversized box)
Repository: African American Museum & Library at Oakland (Oakland, Calif.)
Oakland, CA 94612
Abstract: The Flatlands newspaper collection consists of 34 issues of The Flatlands newspaper printed from 1966-1968. The newspaper consists of news and op-ed articles, profiles, photographs, and events calendars mostly related to poverty, education, housing, police brutality, and politics in East and West Oakland.
Languages: Languages represented in the collection: English
Access
No access restrictions. Collection is open to the public.
Access Restrictions
Materials are for use in-library only, non-circulating.
Publication Rights
Permission to publish The Flatlands Newspaper Collection must be obtained from the African American Museum & Library at Oakland.
Preferred Citation
The Flatlands newspaper collection, MS 197, African American Museum & Library at Oakland, Oakland Public Library. Oakland, California.
Acquisition Information
Newspapers were collected by staff at the Oakland Public Library.
Processing Information
Processed by Sean Heyliger, September 7, 2016.
Biography / Administrative History
The Flatlands newspaper was an independent newspaper printed in Oakland from 1966-1968[?] and focused on issues related to poverty, education, housing, police brutality, and politics in East and West Oakland. The newspaper’s slogan was “tell it like it is and do what is needed” and advocated for government accountability and reform for those affected and displaced by housing developments and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). The newspaper’s staff included Alexandra Close and Darrow Bishop, a staff photographer. Lynn Phipps, and a 14 person editorial board of Curtis Lee Baker, Vera Bumcrot, Mark Comfort, Gloria Comfort, Urban Dennis, Gene Drew, Bill Goetz, Pauline Goetz, John George, Bill Lowe, Jerry Leo, Jack Ortega, Agnes Woods, and Ralph Williams.
Scope and Content of Collection
The Flatlands newspaper collection consists of 34 issues of The Flatlands newspaper printed from 1966-1968. The newspaper consists of news and op-ed articles, profiles, photographs, and events calendars mostly related to poverty, education, housing, police brutality, and politics in East and West Oakland.

**Arrangement**
Series I. The Flatlands newspaper

**Indexing Terms**
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.
- African Americans--California--Newspapers.

---

**The Flatlands 1966-1968**

**Series Scope and Content Summary**
Includes 34 issues of The Flatlands newspaper published between 1966-1968.

**Arrangement**
Arranged chronologically.

- **Box OM 11:6**
  - **Volume 1, Number 1 1966-03-12**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_6c6fc636-5ea2-42ca-98ca-6c0178b0842b/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 2 1966-03-26**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_721fece6-d067-4b5d-a26d-ffe2ad3daf20/)

- **Box 11:6**
  - **Volume 1, Number 3 [two copies] 1966-04-09**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_096a4d6d-6240-4b1a-840a-ee884cefb463/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 4 [two copies] 1966-04-23**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_685469d1-ca4e-4c5e-849a-31d26018f476/)

- **Box OM 11:7**
  - **Volume 1, Number 5 [two copies] 1966-05-07**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_06c28d2d-efca-49fc-936d-3a35d2e86743/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 6 1966-05-21**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_e9df42b8-59c0-4280-b289-65eb28dd2a6b/)

- **Box OM 11:8**
  - **Volume 1, Number 7 1966-06-05**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_33354c5f-8893-4ca6-a033-505617cd3899/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 8 [two copies] 1966-06-18**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_5a6abb5-bb22-4173-93f8-6a1c6bd8dc53/)

- **Box OM 11:8**
  - **Volume 1, Number 9 1966-07-02**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_a9733ac9-5278-4cb5-bb2f-14c5f69b949c/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 10 1966-07-16**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_95e9615b-5c17-491f-9904-d82f11ea65a9/)

- **Box OM 11:9**
  - **Volume 1, Number 11 [two copies] 1966-07-30**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_079e05f8-19fc-42f8-9eff-6c443837226f/)
  - **Volume 1, Number 12 [two copies] 1966-08-13**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_20cbbc5-b4ae-4041-87c0-6c992470e4df/)

- **Box OM 11:10**
  - **Volume 1, Number 13 1966-08-27**
    - [Digital File](https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_65263226-5f22-44fc-b63c-5055a2366bc8/)
<p>| Box OM 11:10 | Volume 1, Number 14 [two copies] 1966-09-11 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_5c3ba70c-eef2-42d6-b418-65406a08b9c5/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_5c3ba70c-eef2-42d6-b418-65406a08b9c5/</a> |
| Box OM 11:10 | Volume 1, Number 15 [two copies] 1966-09-11 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_a507d86d-7ba1-4e37-841a-2bdd51c5f9a3/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_a507d86d-7ba1-4e37-841a-2bdd51c5f9a3/</a> |
| Box OM 11:11 | Volume 1, Number 16 [two copies] 1966-10-08 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_e1613a2c-c1ab-4a2a-a474-0595a98b4677/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_e1613a2c-c1ab-4a2a-a474-0595a98b4677/</a> |
| Box OM 11:11 | Volume 1, Number 17 1966-10-22 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_333f3665-4f30-4040-b84f-e88373361f1c/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_333f3665-4f30-4040-b84f-e88373361f1c/</a> |
| Box OM 11:11 | Volume 1, Number 18 [two copies] 1966-11-05 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_bddbaa75-b1a4-4aa0-93bf-63577bee1a4f/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_bddbaa75-b1a4-4aa0-93bf-63577bee1a4f/</a> |
| Box OM 11:12 | Volume 1, Number 20 1966-12-03 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_997edacbf-dbf-4685-8921-1906e735a802/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_997edacbf-dbf-4685-8921-1906e735a802/</a> |
| Box OM 11:12 | Volume 1, Number 21 1966-12-17 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_6c430cea-a3a5-4a96-a39a-8fad4182b7/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_6c430cea-a3a5-4a96-a39a-8fad4182b7/</a> |
| Box OM 11:13 | Volume 1, Number 22 [misprinted date-1966] [two copies] 1967-01-01 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_f1bce0db-f41b-49c4-9cdd-e1061a2fecf9/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_f1bce0db-f41b-49c4-9cdd-e1061a2fecf9/</a> |
| Box OM 11:13 | Volume 1, Number 23 [two copies] 1967-02-10 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_0240fa19-c725-4d9a-bbf3c75a0182/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_0240fa19-c725-4d9a-bbf3c75a0182/</a> |
| Box OM 11:13 | Volume 1, Number 24 [two copies] 1967-03-11 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_fc3fe88b-06a4-48cb-bfb3c75a0182/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_fc3fe88b-06a4-48cb-bfb3c75a0182/</a> |
| Box OM 11:14 | Volume 2, Number 3-4 1967-06-15 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_77ce3f2d-e04e-4f04-8e4e-353f3c1a801a/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_77ce3f2d-e04e-4f04-8e4e-353f3c1a801a/</a> |
| Box OM 11:15 | Volume 2, Number 5 [two copies] 1967-09-06 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_74974d00-6996-4b78-a8cd-3727ad4ba4d6/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_74974d00-6996-4b78-a8cd-3727ad4ba4d6/</a> |
| Box OM 11:15 | Volume 2, Number 6 [two copies] 1967-09-20 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_d23471b2-1814-4a40-81b9-2e5b3ad059cd/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_d23471b2-1814-4a40-81b9-2e5b3ad059cd/</a> |
| Box OM 11:15 | Volume 2, Number 7 1967-10-04 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_06646ba6-20d7-4b75-b005-ef3b59968147/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_06646ba6-20d7-4b75-b005-ef3b59968147/</a> |
| Box OM 11:16 | Volume 2, Number 8 1967-10-18 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_115e3f15-04d3-400b-96b7-8a21cc292272/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_115e3f15-04d3-400b-96b7-8a21cc292272/</a> |
| Box OM 11:16 | Volume 2, Number 9 1967-11-01 | <a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_1c0bd80e-2e95-4dbd-9af5-9498a77e71de/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_1c0bd80e-2e95-4dbd-9af5-9498a77e71de/</a> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box OM 11:16</th>
<th>Volume 2, Number 10 [two copies] 1967-11-15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_ea80e911-ae95-4bf4-b4e9-daa78a2dce51/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_ea80e911-ae95-4bf4-b4e9-daa78a2dce51/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box OM 11:17</th>
<th>Volume 3, Number 2 [two copies] 1968-07-22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_d543ded5-9df8-42b3-b568-0cdfeed0636a/">https://oakland.access.preservica.com/uncategorized/digitalFile_d543ded5-9df8-42b3-b568-0cdfeed0636a/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>